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P R E S E N T A T I O N

Operator

Good day ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to the Actua Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2014 Financial Results Conference Call. I'll be your operator
for today. At this time, all participants are in a listen-only mode. We will conduct a question-and-answer session towards the end of this conference.
(Operator Instructions) I'd now like to turn the conference over to your host for today Karen Greene, Managing Director of Investor Relations. Please
proceed.

Karen Greene - ACTUA - Managing Director - IR

Thank you and good morning. This is Karen Greene with Investor Relations, and I want to welcome you to Actua's fourth quarter and full year 2014
conference call. I'd like to remind everyone that we are going to use presentation Slides to accompany our prepared remarks today.

These Slides can be found on our website at actua.com. Go to the Investor Information tab and you'll see an icon for our fourth quarter conference
call. The Slides can be accessed through that icon. For those of you without immediate access to our website, the conference call and presentation
Slides will remain on our website and be available for future reference.

On the call this morning, we will be discussing certain non-GAAP financial measures. For additional information on these non-GAAP financial
measures, including a reconciliation of these measures to the most comparable GAAP measures, please refer to the press release we put out this
morning, including the attachment to this press release.

The press release is also available on our website, which again is actua.com. To access the press release on our website, go to our home page and
select the February 26, 2015 press release. The attachments to the release can be accessed by clicking on the PDF file contained within the release
itself.

Before we begin, I'd like to briefly review our Safe Harbor language. The statements contained in this press release that are not historical facts are
forward-looking statements that involve certain risks and uncertainties, including but not limited to risks associated with the effect of economic
conditions generally, capital spending by our customers, our ability to retain existing customer relationships and secure new ones, our ability to
compete successfully against alternative solutions, our ability to timely and effectively respond to technological developments, our ability to retain
key personnel, our ability to have continued access to capital and to deploy capital effectively and on accessible terms, our ability to maximize
value in connection with divestitures and other risks and uncertainties detailed in Actua's filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
These and other factors may cause actual results to differ materially from those projected.

With that, I will turn the call over to Walter Buckley, Actua's Chairman and CEO.
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Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

Thanks, Karen and thanks to all of you on the call. We appreciate your flexibility and glad you could join us live today. I'll start by saying we finished
the year on a very strong note with excellent fourth quarter results, generating $4.5 million of operating cash flow. All four businesses exceeded
our targets, especially from a cash flow and earnings perspective. I think demonstrates a long term earnings potential of our business while
maintaining a strong growth rate. We expect to see this leverage become more evident going forward especially from a cash flow perspective in
2015.

Looking back over 2014, our four initiatives during the year were about aggressively investing for growth. First, broadening the actual platform by
acquiring a fourth platform; second, extending the market presence of our brands through strategic tuck-in acquisitions; third, increasing investments
in sales and marketing and product development to drive organic growth and finally, repositioning Actua to better reflect our evolution to a
multi-vertical cloud company.

Now looking at our 2014 accomplishments, which are outlined on Slide 5, we broadened our footprint in the financial services sector through the
acquisition of FolioDynamix this past November. As a reminder Folio offers a single platform, client centric, fully integrated wealth management
solution to the large market of bankers, brokers and RIA's. Achieving fourth quarter results that exceeded our expectations, we're very excited
about the potential of this business and what it brings to Actua going forward.

Second, we included two important tuck-in acquisitions in 2014, both in the second half of the year. First, we significantly expanded MSDS's online
market through our strategic acquisition of KMI. Integrating KMI's array of incident management reporting solutions into MSDS's existing platform
almost doubled the marketing opportunity for the company. In addition the acquisition created a large cross-sell opportunity allowing the MSDS
inside sales force a 150 strong to sell KMI's solutions to a significant portion of their 10,000 existing customers. In fact we just closed our first cross-sell
customer [subject] to quarter end.

The second tuck-in was a strategic acquisition of NuCivic by GovDelivery. NuCivic extends Gov's capabilities, expanding a total addressable market
and giving access to NuCivic's customer base. As a reminder NuCivic provides tools and a technology platform that sits on top of Google, a widely
used content management technology in the federal market allowing government agencies and now GovDelivery to manage open data sources
to make them public, searchable and sharable.

On the sales and marketing front, we continue to aggressively invest in our sales and marketing capabilities to pursue the large market opportunities
we have in front of us. GovDelivery has resulted in a record growth in the States and also in UK markets throughout the year. Gov closed 37 deals
in the fourth quarter, the largest number ever in a quarter, importantly one of those signings with the seven figure federal program in Q4. GovDelivery's
pipeline continues to grow, particularly with the expansion of mid-sized deals, 100,000 in up-sales.

In the federal market we enter 2015 with seven mid to late stage federal opportunities, up from five a quarter ago. MSDS signs 600 new customers
during the quarter and the average annual contract value increased 18% over the prior year. Additionally the pipeline increased significantly
compared to the end of 2013 and the company is currently in active dialogue with over 3,000 prospects.

At Bolt, investment additional sales teams resulted in a rapidly growing pipeline. As we have previously discussed, we were in three contract
negotiations in Q4 and one of those closed just after quarter end. While we can't yet name the organization, we expect to launch with them in
August and anticipate this to be a multiyear, multimillion dollar opportunity once it's up and running.

We expect one to two additional opportunities to close in Q1 and have a healthy number of other large strategic deals we're actively pursuing. As
we just discussed before, these sales cycles are difficult to predict from a timing perspective, but the number of opportunities we're actively pursuing
are reaching a point where we believe we will see signing on a market system basis.

At Citizens, things are going well. We currently plan to add additional lines of business to the
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Clearinghouse that should go live in Q3 and the key to boost our overall transaction levels. As a reminder today we're offering homeowners
insurance for just single family homes. We're also very pleased with the level of activity we're seeing at Progressive and we expect to expand our
relationship with them in the calendar year.

Finally turning to FolioDynamics, as a reminder we've only owned the company since November and had little impact in the 2014 results. And I'm
pleased to report the company ended the year ahead of our expectations from a revenue and earnings standpoint. Highlights of some of our recent
Q4 deals include a medium sized bank with $3 billion in assets for our full service Turnkey Asset Management platform or TAMP solution. We also
signed an RIA for TAMP solution as well.

From a pipeline perspective the company headed in 2015 with solid momentum and we feel good about the pipeline in general, although timing
and field pressure can be unpredictable, somewhat unpredictable. To add some color on the pipeline, we received variables and finalizing contract
with a mid-sized brokerage firm, a small bank trust firm and an RIA firm. In addition we're targeting to close one large brokerage dealer within
March, April timeframe.

Finally, we're currently in discussions with approximately 250 firms from providing all or some component of our wealth management platform,
which is a healthy increase from where we were a year ago. With the goal of keeping our brands ahead of the curve and our ongoing commitment
to excellence, we made significant investments in product development. In 2014 key areas of focus, we're improving the user experience, adding
mobile functionality, adding new clients facing capabilities and launching a number of product introductions while improving security.

A final area of focus in 2014 that I want to spend a few moments discussing is our commitment to building out Bolt's technology platform. Now
taking a step back, Bolt is transforming and improving a distribution of high volume, low premium P&C insurance called flow to its platform that
connects carriers, products, markets, consumers, third party facilitators as well as other types of distribution partners. Building out this infrastructure
is mission critical, becoming an invaluable and sustainable market place for the industry and creating a highly defensible mode.

Turning to Slide 6, we added roughly 1,800 Carrier Connections in 2014, bringing the total number of connections to 28,461 carriers. Currently
there is $850 million up premium or flow running to the platform up from $140 million at the beginning of the year. Our goal by the end of 2015
is to add another 2,000 Carrier Connections and onboard a healthy number of additional carriers to the platform. A connection, which we think is
the best measurement tool to measure our progress is a carrier product state combination.

Finally, we would expect to have close to $2 billion of premium on the platform at the end of this year, enable to serve between 70% and 75% of
the overall market in an automated manner. This market is estimated to be a $150 billion plus in annual premium. We would expect to get to the
90% level in 2016, meaning that we're able to serve or reach 90% of the market in an automated fashion. That said, we expect the cost of this build
out will begin to decline considerably as the business scales and as we reach the 90% level. Therefore we expect Bolt will be cash flow negative in
2015 as we continue to build out the platform, but with almost a $1 billion of premium now on the platform, they're well on their way to building
a very valuable franchise.

Coming off of a strong Q4 we're excited for what the year ahead holds. With a revenue run rate north of $100 million, three of our four businesses
generating positive operating cash flow, 87% recurring revenue and 97% retention rates, we enter 2015 as a multi-vertical cloud company exploring
leading brands well positioned to see a large opportunity ahead of us. We have two primary initiatives in 2015, as listed on Slide 7. To drive strong
revenue growth and to drive improved operating leverage. And let me provide some additional color on both of these.

First, driving revenue growth, 2014 was a year of investing for growth. Our goal for 2015 is to be the year of execution to realize that growth this
year and beyond. We'll do this by optimizing the investments we made in 2014 in the most effective ways possible. We expect the revenue build
in the second half of the year to be stronger than the first half much like 2014. To achieve the revenue growth we're forecasting, we'll continue to
drive greater sales productivity and marketing efficiency, fully integrate KMI and NuCivic acquisitions into MSDS and GovDelivery platforms
respectively. Promote and pursue cross-sell opportunities across customer bases and finally drive key product development initiatives to yield
continued product improvements as well as new products.
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The second initiative driving operating leverage, even with investments we're making in 2015, we expect to see a considerable operating leverage
in the business this year. The fourth quarter results demonstrated the leverage and scalability of our model. We expect as the year unfolds to begin
to realize this leverage on a more consistent basis from an operating cash flow perspective. Improving leverage in sales and marketing and G&A
will translate into improving cash flow results. Kirk will discuss this in greater detail in his section.

Finally, our accomplishments in 2014 serve as a strong foundation for what we can get done in 2015. We're well positioned to realize our goal to
drive strong revenue growth from improving operating leverage and look forward to reporting to you on our progress on both fronts throughout
the year. Kirk?

Kirk Morgan - ACTUA - CFO

Thanks Buck. We had a great fourth quarter and enter 2014 as we exceeded our guidance on both the top and bottom lines. Turning to Slide 9,
revenue for the quarter $26.6 million, up from $17.7 million in the 2013 quarter. Revenue for the 2014 quarter would have totaled $28.6 million
after adding back the acquisition related differed revenue reduction.

Adjusted net loss included $0.03 per share, a significant improvement over the last year's fourth quarter of $0.09 per share. We generated over
$4.5 million in operating cash flow in the quarter, a significant improvement over the prior year's fourth quarter. This cash flow improvement is
excellent and starts to highlight the operating cash flow leverage we've been anticipating.

Before turning 2015 guidance, I'll recap the year. Revenue in 2014 was $84.8 million compared to 2013's $59.2 million with a growth of 43% being
aided by acquisitions. The underlying organic growth is approximately 25%. Revenue for 2014 would have totaled $87.3 million after adding back
the acquisition related differed revenue reduction.

Non-GAAP net loss improved to $0.30 per share even though we increased our investments in sales and marketing and product development. We
ended the year with total cash of approximately $103 million on Slide 10. I'll now read 2015 guidance on Slide 11.

We expect 2015 annual GAAP revenue in the range of between $133 million and $138 million which corresponds to revenue of between $135.5
million and $140.5 million after adding back a reduction of $2.5 million related to acquired differed revenue adjustments acquired by GAAP.

On Slide 12, we expect non-GAAP net loss to be in the range of $0.30 per share to $0.40 per share for 2015, reflecting an increase in non-cash
depreciation expense as we scale our office space and data centers at our businesses and our continued investments in product development and
sales and marketing. We think a more relevant metric to measure the improvement we expect to see is in cash flow from operations. We really
expect cash flow from operations to improve in the range of between negative $6 million and negative $10 million from a negative $14.2 million
in 2014.

For 2015, we expect fully diluted weighted average shares outstanding of approximately 37 million shares and you should model a nominal effective
tax rate primarily for state and foreign taxes given our Federal NOLS.

Slides 13 and 14 provide the details on 2014 from a quarterly perspective for revenue, A&I and operating cash flow. Now as you think about 2015,
the field would be similar with the second half being stronger than the first half and contributing significantly to A&I and operating cash flow
improvement.

Slide 15 lays out our financial profile for 2013 and 2014. As you think about 2015, as a percentage of revenue we expect solid improvements in the
sales and marketing and G&A areas while the investments in product developments may result in a slight uptick in R&D as a percentage of revenue.

Now, let me provide some additional color on our businesses. From a cash flow perspective the businesses are different. Our cash flow from
operations improvement in 2015 implies that FolioDynamics, GovDelivery and MSDSonline will, in the aggregate, generate positive cash flow from
$11 million to $15 million. Even while we continue there to invest to integrate and scale the platforms, really demonstrating the leverage in these
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developing SaaS companies. And as Buck discussed earlier in his comments, Bolt is investing to be able to reach 90% of its market in an automated
fashion and therefore they'll be cash flow negative in 2015.

To summarize, on Slides 16 through 19 are some relevant metrics for each of our businesses. As Buck discussed earlier, what we're encouraged
about across all of our businesses is the pipeline growth we're seeing as we enter 2015.

Let me just hit some highlights of the Slides for revenue being on a GAAP basis. Bolt's revenues increased 52% over 2013 and is addressing a
multibillion market. Folio had a great stub period since our acquisition at the end of October by exceeding our expectations on the top and bottom
lines. GovDelivery increased revenue 22% over 2013 and is reaching 75 million Citizens. Our MSDSonline revenue 45% over 2013 and is protecting
over five million employees in the US and Canada.

In summary, we had a strong 2014. As we enter 2015 we'll continue to execute against our growth strategy to take advantage of the large market
opportunity we see in front of us. And with that I'll open it up for questions.

Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S

Operator

(Operator Instructions) Jeff Van Rhee, Craig-Hallum.

Jeff Van Rhee - Craig-Hallum - Analyst

Great, thank you. Nice quarter guys, and Kirk, it's just great concentration there. Lousy timing. So just a couple of questions for you, in terms of the
sales capacity, obviously, you've been investing fairly aggressively. Can you just talk about high level? How much capacity you've put in place here
now at the end of '14 versus the end of '13 and how you think about overall sales capacity, sort of rolling up all the platforms for the end of '15?

Kirk Morgan - ACTUA - CFO

Jeff, are you ...

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

Is the question around bodies or?

Jeff Van Rhee - Craig-Hallum - Analyst

Yeah, I think that's probably the easiest way to measure it.

Kirk Morgan - ACTUA - CFO

I'll speak to the headcounts. On the headcount side, we added about, what is it about, 80 -- 80 headcounts during the year, plus or minus, so...
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Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

Yeah and I think as we think about 2015, that will come down from an overall level and I think really what we want to -- we're beginning to see is
productivity really starting with developing more comprehensive marketing initiatives starting with creating content on a consistent basis to
improve lead flow, lead gen, both from a numbers and a quality standpoint and then driving increased productivity at the sales level and we think
we've already begun to see that in 2014. I think we'll see that in 2015 and that's why the sales and marketing expense and total part of revenue is
coming down in '15.

Kirk Morgan - ACTUA - CFO

Yeah, so I think headcount will go up not at the same rate as we saw '14 over '13 but as Buck said, as a percentage of revenue it will come down
significantly.

Jeff Van Rhee - Craig-Hallum - Analyst

And the 80 heads, what does that bring you to at the end of '14?

Kirk Morgan - ACTUA - CFO

Right around 320.

Jeff Van Rhee - Craig-Hallum - Analyst

Okay.

Kirk Morgan - ACTUA - CFO

In full sales and marketing.

Jeff Van Rhee - Craig-Hallum - Analyst

Okay, great. And then on Bolt, obviously the other business is nicely cash flowing and levering, Bolt, just big market potential but obviously fully
in investment phase. How do you think about when you hit the low in a cash burn? I mean you've obviously guided you are going to burn this year,
but I understand again based on pipe that that can be somewhat unpredictable. But is there enough there to sort of say, hey, look we think probably
second half, first half? How do you think about the bottom there in terms of cash flow?

Kirk Morgan - ACTUA - CFO

Well, I think from a 2015 standpoint, I think they'll burn cash all year. If you think about what we are doing is basically half the platform is built out
from a re-standpoint and we added 1800 connections last year and we want to increase that to 2000 this year and I think that will get us to the
70%, 75% of the addressable markets from our standpoint, which is getting close to critical mass. And so I think really this is the big push this year
from our perspective and as we get to that 90% level and there will be as many connections needed to get it from 75 to 90. We'll begin to see the
scale of the business and sort of calling that from the platform build out. And when that actually occurs, it's very hard to predict, but I don't see
this as a long-term prospects.
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Jeff Van Rhee - Craig-Hallum - Analyst

Does that -- I mean, just one follow-up on that, in terms of the burn, as you look at the quarters then, your initial target is 70, 75, then ultimately
wanting to round it out, does that sort of acridly point to cash burn sort of likely meetings its highest levels in the late quarters of this year or early
into '16? Is that how we should just think about that?

Kirk Morgan - ACTUA - CFO

Are you talking about Bolt?

Jeff Van Rhee - Craig-Hallum - Analyst

Yeah, just Bolt, the cash burn for Bolt by quarter just thinking late this year or early next year where that likely bottoms?

Kirk Morgan - ACTUA - CFO

Yeah, as I think for '15 in a quarterly build, I would just -- I would think it would be pretty constant throughout -- maybe at Bolt we'll see a slight
uptick improvement in the second half, but until we get all these connections build as Buck said, it's really hard to predict on that one.

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

Yeah, it's also been predicated on timing of signings.

Jeff Van Rhee - Craig-Hallum - Analyst

Yeah.

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

And I think if you're stepping backwards like anything, what we are really encouraged about from a Bolt perspective is our existing customers are
really beginning to see the benefits. We went from $140 million on the platform 12 months ago to close to $1 billion today and we expect that to
double in '15 and that's really from just a handful of customers. And as we bring on new -- we had a, I think a very exciting new customer signing
early in this year, the large platform of 85,000 agents. As they get up and running, that will be the sort of second half of year. So I think there is a
lot of momentum and just in the current business and how that all translates from a cash flow standpoint, it's just -- the models, in fact, there is a
little less -it's certainly less mature than the others, but I think the overall momentum of the business is very strong.

Jeff Van Rhee - Craig-Hallum - Analyst

Yeah, along those lines, you've commented to the one deal that's signed post quarter. Just to be clear, that seven figures per year for multiple years
and that's the 85,000 agents one you're talking about and then you talked about the two that you have very link stage discussions with, can you
just expand on those? I mean, would those be in that same category in terms of size as the one you've signed or how should we think about sizing?
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Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

Yeah, I would -- exactly and I think they are the similar size. They are different -- they are different animals in the sense that one's potentially on the
distribution side and a couple are on the offer side. So but yes I would think similar size from a revenue standpoint. So, yeah, this company will
grow by I think on a stair-step function. It's not the traditional gradual build.

Jeff Van Rhee - Craig-Hallum - Analyst

Yeah.

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

But I would say, as we think about the pipeline, we haven't had this much activity at this stage ever and so our view is, I think, we'll begin to see
signings on a more consistent basis.

Jeff Van Rhee - Craig-Hallum - Analyst

Yeah, and just back to the 85,000 agent one, I think you said you assume go live in August, what -- how do you think about so take these next two
deals that you are working on time from signing to go live for a typical customer and then also with respect to the one you've already signed, how
does the revenue flow? Namely does it come in, in August at full run rate or does that take 12 months to ramp as those 85,000 agents ultimately
get on and you get paid just those two would be helpful?

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

Yeah, it's a good question. I mean every deal is a little different but I would say that I think of that as you don't -- you've six month of limitation from
signing at least and then it's depending on the contract in scale. It will scale over the next six months usually to reach sort of -- I think the high level
of opportunity, high level of the contract. So it's a 12 month process by and large, but you begin to see revenue in August and so that's how we
think about it.

Jeff Van Rhee - Craig-Hallum - Analyst

Okay, last one from me and then I'll let somebody else jump. On the Gov side, you announced a seven figure federal deal, can you tell us a bit more
about that and then obviously it sounds like the pipeline of late-stage deals, large late-stage deals there also making real good progress. That's
obviously been sort of the second wave of potential growth you've been focusing on there thinking you can get into more of the campaign style
implementations with federal government. It seems like that evidence ought to give you a lot more conviction if that's doable but can you just fill
in some more -- a little more there?

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

It's -- with the large agency, we can't announce it yet, but it's an agency we already have existing relationship with. I think so that's a further proof
point of the value proposition and I also agree with you. I think it's beginning to show the investment payoff that we made in 2014 as we build out
the sales and marketing capabilities from the federal perspective. I also think that NuCivic acquisition, which for those of you who aren't familiar
with the government sector. Drupal is a content management platform that many, many large agencies used to manage data build structure and
unstructured and NuCivic really brings a series of tools, technology platform and expertise to allow us to engage with these large content systems
and data warehouses and databases and I think it allows us to play even more actively with these large federal programs. So I think between the
nice seven figure win we had in the first quarter on the NuCivic acquisition and the investments we made, we feel very good about this initiative.
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Jeff Van Rhee - Craig-Hallum - Analyst

Okay, great, I'll leave it there. Thank you.

Operator

The next question comes from the line of Kirk Materne with Evercore. Please proceed.

Kirk Materne - Evercore - Analyst

Yeah. Thanks very much and congrats on the quarter guys. I guess, maybe first -- yeah, I guess this is going to be -- may be for Kirk. When we think
about operating cash flow obviously Bolt is still in sort of cash burn mode. The other businesses, are they going to be cash flow positive or close
to that on a full-year basis when we think about calendar '15?

Kirk Morgan - ACTUA - CFO

Yeah, in the aggregate, the three of those businesses will be and each of them will be cash flow positive for the year.

Kirk Materne - Evercore - Analyst

And when we think about Bolt, obviously you guys have some exciting signings coming up or hopefully coming up over the next year. Every time
you sign one of those deals, I assume there is some upfront sort of work involved with them and so I guess when we get through these next three,
is the base at business big enough so that as you take on another one, the sort of upfront cash hit or cost hit to that incremental deal isn't -- it
doesn't necessarily drag the entire base or cash flow for that business back into negative. I guess I'm just trying to think as we get into fiscal '16,
after you get these three sort of up and running, does that create a big enough? Do you get scale I guess when it comes to being able to maintain
sort of positive cash flow through some of these signing cycles?

Kirk Morgan - ACTUA - CFO

Yeah, I think it's a great question from a GAAP standpoint. It's even harder to sense that we've all the expense upfront and we don't get to recognize
a revenue, we'll recognize a revenue over the life of the contract and so the more you sign the further you are from a -- the further you fall behind
from an NI perspective and that's where we're like focusing on cash flow supported. I think as the company gets through 2015, they should begin
to get to that scale level where a new customer signing isn't pulling them and actuate down from a cash flow and an NI perspective. So I think
getting three to four customer signings and implement it and getting it up and running I think it will give us that [breadth] and scale to add the
next half a dozen without really causing too much downside pressure.

Kirk Materne - Evercore - Analyst

Okay, that's helpful. And then last question obviously when you guys had bought smaller businesses before as you brought them on your platform
you've seen some acceleration traditionally in terms of revenue growth. Is that obviously fall as a bigger deal for you all, but do you still see some
opportunities to sort of scale up there or accelerate revenue on an, I guess, on an apples-to-apples basis as you get that sort of fully implement it
into your lead gen, as you get lead gen systems and things like that ramped up?
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Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

I think it's -- yeah, I mean there is some investment to be done both on the technology side we're investing in a number of areas including the user
interface, customer side, additional functionality and then also we are beginning on the marketing side today to build that capability up and then
probably in the second half of the year on the sales side. So I think it's more of a -- as we think about the business, first of all, we're excited about
what we see today but I think from getting the business to a point where we feel that it's coming in all eight cylinders and it's more of 2016 deal.

Kirk Materne - Evercore - Analyst

I'll leave there. Congrats on the quarter. Thanks.

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

Thanks.

Operator

The next question comes from the line of Mark Rosenkranz with Northland Capital. Please proceed.

Mark Rosenkranz - Northland Capital - Analyst

Hi, guys, this is Mark in for Scott. First off, congrats on a great quarter so far.

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

Thank you, Mark.

Mark Rosenkranz - Northland Capital - Analyst

Just a couple of quick ones, I was wondering could you expand a little further and talk about the growth rates of all four businesses compared to
'13 and how you kind of view those going forward, I mean, obviously there is a lot of different moving parts of each but where do you see those
kind of developing as the year progresses for '15?

Kirk Morgan - ACTUA - CFO

Yeah, I think I laid out the growth rates on a GAAP basis. I think overall our organic growth rate was 25%. I think as the 2015 build happens, it'll
build similar to what we saw in '13 and '14. So the first half and the second half will be stronger than the first half and I think over time -- overall I
think the company should start to approach that organic growth rate again.

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

And I'll just add that those numbers also include tuck-ins and so we view that as an important component to our overall strategy really as we think
tuck-in from a strategic standpoint. So I think each business has interesting tuck-in opportunities that we are actively exploring as we speak and
so that'll add to that revenue number as those tuck-ins get completed and so I think it's a combination of both organic and M&A.
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Mark Rosenkranz - Northland Capital - Analyst

Sure, I'm following up here. You've talked a lot about the cash flow, I'm not trying to hark on the same subject over and over, but you've mentioned
how Bolt's going to be operating negatively for the full year. When you see the business as a whole getting back to kind of an overall positive
operation cash flow, is that more of a mid '16 event or how do you see that going forward?

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

Yeah, I think it's -- as we talked about -- the big push is here is -- think about the primary element we're highlighting is connections and we added
1,800 connections last year and the goal is 2,000 and that gets to roughly 75% of the addressable market and then we're going from 50% to 75%
in this build out and as we get to -- as we think about '16 it will go up from 75% to 90%, so your 60% level in '16 that you are in '15 from a connection
perspective.

And so I think the investment will come down and our view as the revenue growth accelerates, we'll have a crossover. When that actually occurs,
I don't have a crystal ball, but it will occur and this business, as we look at it and as we model it, has very, very attractive margins. Gross margin and
EBITDA and cash flow margin, so impossible to predict specifically but it's going to happen and we think as we get to $2 billion or $3 billion of flow
on the platform, we become a major player in this market and the ball would be getting rolled down the hill versus pushing it up.

Mark Rosenkranz - Northland Capital - Analyst

Okay, great. That's all I got for now. Congrats on a great fiscal '14.

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

Thanks, Mark.

Operator

Jeff Houston, Barrington Research.

Jeff Houston - Barrington Research - Analyst

Looking at MSDSonline, it's great to hear about the cross-sell win with KMI. Could you talk a bit about what 2015 guidance assumes for more
cross-sell wins with KMI? And then also as you speak with -- have conversations with MSDSonline's base of customers, what's been their feedback
with the benefits of adding KMI to their base MSDS solution?

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

It's a good question first and I'll just step back for a second. KMI brings the instant management capabilities to the MSDS platform and really almost
doubles the size of the overall market opportunity to $3 billion plus. And as we think of that the KMI cross-sell opportunity really sort of two levels.
One, in terms of integrating the sales force and creating a sort of common and single go to market approach and I think that's been pretty much
accomplished and the sales force is a one sales force and working together.

I think the second and probably more important is integrating the two technology platforms. That is a longer process as we made the acquisition
we said it's a nine to 12 month initiative where you are integrating with two cloud platforms into one, where we have a one user interface, one
dataset, one common architecture and we would expect that to close on time in the third -- be finished on time in the third quarter and I think at
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that moment you really will begin to see the leverage of the combination, not that we aren't today cross-selling but once you get that fully integrated
single source platform, we really think it's a very, very powerful combination and we'll begin to see significant lift.

A lot of people don't do that. They run these separately and we think that's not the right thing to do from a long-term perspective and you would
have a lot of benefits once you make that integration and we're doing the same thing with NuCivic too. So I think as the year progresses, we'll gain
momentum but we are pretty conservative today on what we're expecting from a cross-sell perspective in 2015.

Jeff Houston - Barrington Research - Analyst

Great, switching gears a bit to stock options, if you compare Actua with other SaaS companies and it optically appears that certain years stock
option incentives are much higher and then other years it's much lower, could you just talk a bit about what the structure is, how you approach
stock options and how that looked in 2014 versus what it should look like in '15 and in '16?

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

Sure, our stock option and equity plan I think is a little more lumpy than some companies. So we typically do our grants over a three or four year
period. So what we'll grant some and then not grant anything significant for a three or four year, so it tends to be lumpier specifically as rates of
O14 and '15, the grant that we did earlier in '14 as you recall as a performance based equity grant that is based on our stock price going from where
it is today to $28 to $34 a share before we earned anything. But from a GAAP accounting standpoint, we were required to sort of accelerate that
expense over a two-year period irrespective of whether it's ever earned or not. So '14 and '15 are bearing the big brunt of that stock based
compensation, Jeff and then as you think out into '16 and '17, that number will start to go down.

Jeff Houston - Barrington Research - Analyst

All right, that's a good color. Thank you.

Operator

That concludes today's Q&A session. I will now turn the call back over to Walter Buckley for any closing remarks.

Walter Buckley - ACTUA - CEO, Chairman

I'd like to thank all of you for joining us this morning and look forward to reporting our first quarter results in early May. Thank you.

Operator

Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for your participation in today's conference. That concludes the presentation. You may now disconnect. Have a
great day.
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